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Abstract
Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) devices are the key to produce electrical energy economically and
environmental friendly in a deregulated market. Implemented through a new equipment consisting high power
electronics based technologies, it opens up new opportunities for controlling line power flows, minimizing losses and
maintaining bus voltages at desired level in a power system network. In large, interconnected power systems, power
system damping is often reduced, leading to lightly damped electromechanical modes of oscillations. Proper controller
design and installation of this system becomes essential for control and operation improvement of power systems
networks. Three categories of FACTS controllers may be distinguished: Series controllers; Shunt controllers; Combined
series-shunt controllers. The location of these devices depends on the amount of local load and through load and from
transient stability point of view their location moves towards the sending-end. The optimal location for the device is not
in the mid-point of the line but rather, slightly off-center of the transmission line gives better performance for maximum
benefit and depends on the line resistance and is linearly increased as R/X ratio of the line is increased. The paper
attempted to highlight best location and control strategy for this device that, guarantee security and stability of the power
system networks for maximum benefits.
Keywords: Facts devices, optimization technique, transmission system and controllers

__________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Introduction

Combined series-shunt controllers [5]. This technology
started with thyristor valve, and now uses Voltage Source
Converters (VSC) which offers faster control over a wider
range [6].
Among the important benefits of utilizing FACTS
devices in electrical transmission systems include providing
a Better utilization of existing transmission system assets,
increased transmission system reliability and availability,
increased dynamic and transient grid stability and reduction
of loop flows [7] and [8].The amount of power generated
from renewable energy source integrated into large scale
power systems forms only a small part of the total Electrical
power generation. Most of the electricity supply is still being
generated by conventional sources, such as thermal, nuclear
and hydro generators. Thus, the requirement for voltage and
frequency support largely depends on this conventional form
of generation. Under large disturbance, such as a grid fault,
the power from the renewable sources is rapidly
disconnected from the power network and reconnected when
normal operation is restored. Moreover, due to growing
energy demands and limited resources, the power industry is
facing a lot of challenges on the electricity infrastructure.
Therefore it becomes necessary to require renewable sources
for continuous operation during grid disturbances and

The need for more efficient and fast responding electrical
systems has given rise to a new technology in transmission,
base on solid-state devices. These are called Flexible AC
Transmission Systems commonly abbreviated as FACTS,
which enhance stability and increase line loadings closer to
thermal limits. It is a new technology that perform the same
functions as traditional power system controllers such as
phase shifting transformers, transformer tap changers,
passive reactive compensators, synchronous condensers,
etc.[1][2]. Precisely FACTS devices allow the control of all
parameters that determine active and reactive power
transmission to include node voltages magnitudes and angles
and line reactance [3]. It involved semiconductor switches
which allowed much faster response times without the need
for limiting number of control actions when compare with
mechanical switching [2]. However, the technology is much
more expensive than the mechanical one [4], and in three
categories of FACTS controllers which may be
distinguished: Series controllers; Shunt controllers;
______________
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thereby providing support for the network voltage and
frequency [9]. Some of the commonly used devices for this
support is the FACTS devices which include: Static
synchronous series compensator (SSSC), static synchronous
compensator (STATCOM), interline power flow controller
(IPFC), unified power flow controller (UPFC) and thyristor
controlled series compensator (TCSC) [10], [11] and [12].
Ideally these controllers should be connected to the power
system in a proper way because improperly placed
controllers fail to produce optimum performance and can
even be counterproductive, that’s why the placement of
these devices is of a great importance. Connecting shunt
FACTS device at the mid-point of a line, for example gives
the maximum benefit to the line. This was based on the
simplified model of the line neglecting the resistance and the
capacitance of the line. In this review, attempt is been made
to explore the best location of the FACTS on the
transmission line for optimum performance on the network.

transmitted power. The throughput active and reactive
powers can be control independently by the UPFC. The
versatility afforded by the UPFC makes it a prime contender
to provide many of the control functions needed in solving a
wider range of dynamic and steady-state problems
encountered in electrical power networks [14][15][16].

2. Facts Controllers
The FACTS controller provide a new platform in the control
of line power flows, minimizing losses and maintaining bus
voltages at desired level in a power system network. These
can be achieve by controlling one or more of the interrelated
system parameters including current, voltage, phase angle,
series impedance, shunt impedance, etc. with the insertion of
facts controllers in a power system network. Through these
devices the control of active and reactive power flow and the
bus voltages can be done easily. There are many types of
facts devices that have been invented and practically applied
to the power systems. The applications of each of these
controllers are different. They can be classified according to
the way they are being connected to the network. They can
be connected to the power system in series, shunt or a
combination of series and shunt as mention earlier in the
introduction. For series connected controllers there are:
Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC), Thyristor
Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC), Thyristor Controlled
Series Compensation (TCSC), Thyristor Controlled Series
Reactor (TCSR), Thyristor Switched Series Capacitor
(TSSC), Thyristor Switched Series Compensation (TSSC)
and Thyristor Switched Series Reactor (TSSR). For shunt
connected controllers: Battery Energy Storage System
(BESS), Static Synchronous Compensator (SSC Or
STATCOM),
Static
Condenser
(Statcon),
Static
Synchronous
Generator
(SSG),
Static
Var
Compensator(SVC), Static Var Generator Or Absorber
(SVG), Static Var System (SVS), Superconducting Magnetic
Energy Storage (SMES), Thyristor Controlled Braking
Resistor (TCBR), Thyristor Controlled Reactor (TCR),
Thyristor Switched Capacitor (TSC), Thyristor Switched
Reactor (TSR) And Var Compensating System (VCS). As
for combined shunt and series connected controllers:
Interphase Power Controller (IPC), Thyristor Controlled
Phase Shifting Transformer (TCPST) and Unified Power
Flow Controller (UPFC). The devices that are of a great deal
and widely available commercially, which are seen in many
literatures are: SVC, TCSC, UPFC, TCPST, and
STATCOM. [13]
Among the FACTS controllers, Unified Power Flow
Controller (UPFC), is the most complete. It is capable of
utilizing three basic electrical system variables [11] line
voltage, line impedance, and phase angle, that determine the

	
  

Fig. 1. UPFC Link in Transmission line

Two voltage source inverters (VSIs) form the basic
components of the UPFC. They are sharing a common dc
storage capacitor [17], and connected to the power system
via coupling transformers. One VSI is connected to in shunt
to the transmission system through a shunt transformer,
while the other one is connected in series via a series
transformer. A basic UPFC functional scheme is presented
in fig.1.
The series inverter is used to inject a symmetrical three
phase voltage system (Vc), of controllable magnitude and
phase angle in series with the line to control active and
reactive power flows on the transmission medium. The
reactive power is electronically produced by the series
inverter, and the active power is transmitted to the dc
terminals. The shunt inverter operates in such a way as to
demand this dc terminal power (positive or negative) from
the line keeping the voltage across the storage capacitor Vdc
constant. Therefore, the net real power absorbed from the
line by the UPFC is equal only to the losses of the inverters
and their transformers [18]. The remaining capacity of the
shunt inverter can be used to exchange reactive power with
the line so as to provide a voltage regulation at the
connection point. The two VSI’s can work independently of
each other by separating the dc side. Thus the shunt inverter
is operating as a STATCOM (Static Synchronous
Compensators) that produces or absorbs reactive power to
regulate the voltage magnitude at the point of connection.
“Instead, the series inverter is operating as SSSC (Static
Synchronous series compensators) that generates or absorbs
reactive power to regulate the current flow, and hence the
power flows on the transmission line.”[18]
Control strategy for FACTS controllers may be designed
by using intelligent, adaptive digital controllers based on
measured information obtained from wide-area networks. In
order to ensure the security of power-system operation by
coordination of multiple FACTS controllers in the same
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system as well as in the adjacent systems it is imperative that
the system be investigated extensively.

and observe that power transfer capacity can be increased or
decreased depending on the line selected for compensation.

3. Facts Controllers Locations

4. Location Criteria For The Device

Ideally FACTS devices should be connected to the power
system in a proper way because improperly placed FACTS
controllers fail to produce optimum performance and can
even be counterproductive, that’s why the placement of
these devices is of a great importance. [19] Certain
literatures reveal that connecting shunt FACTS device at the
mid-point of the line, gives the maximum benefit to the line.
This was based on the simplified model of the line
neglecting the resistance and the capacitance of the line.
However in recent works as in [20] at which practical cases
are considered and the exact model of the line is taken into
account, the results are much different from that calculated
for the simplified model. In this work it’s shown that the
optimal location for the device is not in the mid-point of the
line but rather slightly off-center of the transmission line
gives the maximum benefit. And it has been stated that the
best location from the center point depends on the line
resistance and is linearly increased as R/X ratio of the line is
increased. In [19] where two types of FACTS devices are
considered (SVC and STATCOM) which are both connected
to the line in shunt. It has been shown that the location of the
FACTS device is not fixed as stated by many researchers in
case of uncompensated lines but their location changes with
the change in the degree of series compensation. And it’s
almost linear with the degree of series compensation in
increment and its location moves towards the generator side
from the center point as the degree of series compensation is
increased. In [21] it’s stated that for an actual long
transmission line model with a predefined direction of real
power flow, shunt facts device needs to be allocated slightly
off-center. Further the location of these devices depends on
the amount of local load and through load and from transient
stability point of view their location moves towards the
sending-end, See figure 2.

The locations of these devises are based on several criteria’s
which include for example, Sensitivity-Based approach,
Artificial Intelligence methods, Point of Voltage Collapse
method, Nodal analysis, Frequency response, stability index
and Control theories. Generally, the location of FACTS
devices depends on the objective of the installation. The
optimal location can be guided by increasing system load
ability [23],[24],[25] and [26], thus minimizing the total
generation cost, and enhancing voltage stability [27].
FACTS devices can be placed in the power networks for
different reasons and their locations can be determined by
applying different techniques. For instance, FACTS devices
can be used for voltage stability and
reactive power
compensations, controlling the power flow and enhancing
the dynamic stability. There are several algorithms in use for
this work, such as genetic algorithm (GA), Bee’s algorithm
(BA), Evolutionary programming and particle swarm
optimization (PSO). It is much more complicated to place
several types of FACTS devices and the location of each one
in the system. One of the methods to find the best position
for the FACTS devices and the best number of FACTS
devices is the particle swarm optimization (PSO). In PSO
first the bus data, line data, and number of FACTS devices
are given as inputs, and then the initial population of
individuals is created in normalized form so as to satisfy the
FACTS device’s constraints. After that each individual in
the population, the fitness function is evaluated after
simulating all possible single and multiple contingencies by
using AC load flow.

Fig. 2. The location of shunt connected FACTS devices

For series connected FACTS controller (such as TCSC),
power flow control can not only be on the line in which it is
connected, but also in the parallel paths (depending on the
control strategies).Series connected devices is one of the
most effective means to modify the grid [22]. Many have
attempted series compensation in different lines, and for
various compensations levels, and computed the actual
change in transfer capacity as a result of the compensation

	
  

Fig. 3. Flow chart of the PSO.
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Then the velocity is updated and new population is
created, if maximum iteration number is reached then the
best individual’s settings are printed if not, the same process
is repeated as stated in [28]. PSO is a nature-inspired
stochastic search algorithm, which can provide a solution in
a reasonable time, near-optimal point figure 3, shows a flow
chart the PSO. This search algorithm is based on the
knowledge gained by both the swarm and each individual,
called a particle. Each particle represents a candidate
solution of the optimum design problem in the swarm.
Among the important features of the PSO algorithm are easy
implementation, fewer adjustable parameters, suitable for
the nature of the problem, efficiency in maintaining the
swarm diversity for improvement of the particle information
and simplicity and easy to coded. PSO is initialized with a
group of random particles and searches for the optimal point
by updating generations. Each iteration updated particles by
the best values of itself and the swarm’s.
Genetic Algorithms (GAs): are global search techniques.
They can search several possible solutions simultaneously
and they don’t require any prior knowledge or special
properties of the objective function. Moreover, they always
produce high quality solutions and therefore, they are
excellent methods for searching optimal solution in a
complex problem. GA uses probabilistic transition rules, not
deterministic rules. Is highly multi-direction, parallel and
rather robust method in searching global optimal solution of
complex optimization [29],
Bee Algorithm: This Artificial Bee Colony algorithm is a
new population-based metaheuristic approach proposed by
Karaboga [30]. This approach was inspired by the intelligent
foraging behavior of honeybee swarm. It starts with initial
population of scout bees which is generated from the number
of FACTS devices the Type of FACTS devices and the
possible location of these devices. Then the fitness
computation process is carried out for each site visited by a
bee by calculating the ATC. Then the bees that have the
highest fitness are chosen as selected bees and sites visited
by them are chosen for neighborhood search. And the size of
neighborhood search did by the bees in the selected sites.
Then the algorithm conducts searches around the selected
sites based on size determined. And more bees are assigned
to search in the vicinity of the best sites and the selection of
the best sites can be made directly according to the finesses
related to them. Then the remaining bees are sent for random
search to find other potential sites. After that randomly
initialized a new population and finds the best global points.
[31][32]
One of other technique been used is a frequency
response technique which has been discussed by[33] where
he proposed that in order to reduce the damping power
oscillations effect of the transmissions lines, frequency
response can be used to installing locations and input control
signals of FACTS-based stabilizers. Two types of frequency
response has been discussed where it has two different
transfer function need to be consider which is closed-loop
and open-loop system. This method also requires analyzing
the alternative locations in order to select the best one, the
best input control signal and the best feedback signal.
FACTS device such as TCSC was inserted into a determined
location then the polar plots of each input control signal was
analyze then select the best one. In this technique, the
location for the FACTS devices been continuing changed
randomly and new analysis were carried out.

	
  

Fig. 4. Flow chart for optimal location of FACTS using frequency
response

In the same year [24] have discussed other type of
optimization technique called Genetic Algorithms (GA)
where he focused on the optimal location of multi-type
FACTS devices in a power system (TCSC, TCPST, TCVR
and SVC). Meanwhile [34] proposed a genetic algorithm
approach to determine the suitable types of FACTS devices
and its optimal location in power systems. Other paper
written by [35] has discussed on GA method of multi-type
FACTS but with different device (TCSC, UPFC, TCPST
and SVC) with aim to develop an algorithm to
simultaneously find the real power allocation of generators
and to find the type, rating and best location of FACTS
controllers such that overall system cost, which includes the
generation cost of power plants and investment cost of
FACTS are minimized. A configuration of nF FACTS
devices is defined with three parameters: the location of the
devices, their types and their values. This technique starts
with random generation of initial population followed by the
selection. After that crossover and mutation are proceed until
the best population is found. The advantage that has been
describe for this technique were it is independent of the
choice of the initial configurations, based on the mechanisms
of natural selection, has possibility to converge prematurely
to suboptimal solution and computationally simple and easy
to implement. Below is the general flow chart for optimal
location of FACTS using GA. Improvements of optimization
techniques continue to expand and in year 2006 Low
Discrepancy Sequence (LDS) method has been discussed
where the main objective is to reduce the generation cost in
the network. A. Alabduljabbar argue that GA technique did
not show any details regarding the generation cost and the
resulting saving, thus he proposed new technique, LDS[36].
This technique has been introduced and developed in the
area of number theory for numerical integration purposes.
LDS actually is a uniform scattering of points in a space
bounded originally between 0 and 1 where it explores the
search domain evenly.
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5. Conclusion

Fig. 5. Flow chart for optimal location of FACTS using GA.

The most widely used LDS point generators are: 1) Van
der Corput sequence: It is a one dimensional LDS and it
forms generally the basic sequence upon which the other
generators depend; 2) Halton and Hammersley sequence; 3)
Faure sequence and 4) Sobol sequence that mentioned by
[36]. Among the advantages of this method is that it can lead
to much smaller error and it use far less points from the
search space to achieve the same better accuracy that GA
method. Sensitivity Approach method (SA) has been
discussed by [35] where it more focus on to find the optimal
placement of TCSC and SSSC FACTS devices. These are
popular methods of approximating the power system states
after a change occur in the system. It is also based on
reducing the nonlinear power flow equations into a linear
system using the DC assumption. In SA also consist of line
outage distribution factors (LODFs) where it can predict
how the flow changes on a line when disturbance occur.
LODF is a change in flow on lines as a percentage of the pre
outage on another line. Results proved that the FACTS
devices for TCSC was better to placed in a line having most
negative sensitivity index however avoid placed it with
generating transformers even though the sensitivity is the
negative highest. Meanwhile for SSSC device, the optimal
location is to place the SSSC in a line having highest
absolute value of PI sensitivity with respect to injected phase
angle.

	
  

The power industry is facing a number of challenges on the
electricity infrastructure. These challenges necessitate the
requirement of renewable sources for continuous operation
during grid disturbances and thereby providing support for
the network voltage and frequency. Some of the commonly
used FACTS devices for this support include Static
synchronous series compensator (SSSC), static synchronous
compensator (STATCOM), interline power flow controller
(IPFC), unified power flow controller (UPFC) and thyristor
controlled series compensator (TCSC). This review
presented the essential features of FACTS controllers and
their potential to enhance system stability in power system
network. In addition the location and feedback signals used
for design of FACTS-based damping controllers were
discussed. The coordination problem among different
control schemes was also considered. Performance
comparison of different FACTS controllers has been
reviewed. Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) is a
technology based solution that helps utility industry in
dealing with changes in the power delivery business. The
major driving force of FACTS technology is the
development of power electric based systems which provide
a dynamic control of the power transfer parameters
transmission voltage, line impedance and phase angle
without generation rescheduling or topological change.
Three categories of FACTS controllers may be
distinguished: Series controllers; Shunt controllers;
Combined series-shunt controllers. New degrees of freedom
are essentially introduced into the operation of power
systems by the FACTS devices. This permits extra
flexibility in the independent adjustment of certain system
variables (such as power flows) which are normally not
controllable. The controllable parameters FACTS devices
can be differentiated by the manner in which they are
realized electronically. Thus, devices exist which can control
line series or shunt reactance, phase-shifting transformer
angle, or combinations of these. Other devices inject
controllable voltages in series or in parallel with the line
being compensated. The optimal location of the shunt
FACTS device is not fixed as reported by researchers in the
case of uncompensated lines but it changes with the change
in degree of series compensation. The deviation in the
optimal location of the shunt FACT device from the center
point of line depends upon the degree of series compensation
and it increases almost linearly from the center point of the
transmission line towards the generator side as the degree of
series compensation (%S) is increased. Both the power
transfer capability and stability of the system can be
improved much more if the shunt FACTS device is placed at
the new optimal location instead of at the mid-point of the
line. In this paper, a genetic algorithm based approach .
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